
 

DEADLY MARKED DECK RED BICYCLE by MagicWorld -
Markiertes Kartenspiel

Deadly Marked Deck 2.5 by Daniel Meadows & MagicWorld

"The DMD is an incredible tool and is light-years ahead of anything similar.
Thanks to the brilliant design they are surprisingly easy to read; I think it took me
about 90 seconds to achieve 100% accuracy and that was learning from scratch.
Finally, if you have previously avoided MDs due to eyesight problems your
prayers have been answered and a whole new area of card magic is now open to
you thanks to this ingenious deck. Highest recommendation."
- Mark Elsdon

We are EXTREMELY EXCITED to offer the first of its kind... a deck so easy to
read you could do it with your EYES CLOSED or blindfolded! Deadly power at
your fingertips!

Yes you read correctly... This marked deck has been produced so you can easily
read a Bicycle playing card without even looking at it. The markings are ever so
subtle and invisible to anyone handling the genuine Bicycle cards and yet it's
INCREDIBLY EASY to read. We guarantee that within just 10 minutes you will
have grabbed the basics of this deck and be reading cards in no time at all.

It doesn't suffer from the same issues as traditional marking systems and adds
no discernible thickness to the deck and the deck can pass the dreaded 'riffle
test' if inspected.

Imagine how this could enhance your current routines especially when combined
with a memorised stack.

Each deck takes an hour to produce using a special custom process and is
applied directly to Bicycle playing cards.

BONUS:

Version 1.5 comes with Deadly Locator Jokers - For use with Equilibrium - A
wonderful effect by Daniel Meadows that is taught in detail.
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